Learn LMS feature highlight

Content authoring

Kallidus + Articulate gives you power

Kallidus has made it even easier to see your people succeed by combining the easiest to use LMS on the market with the easiest to use and most capable eLearning authoring tool on the market. Yes, Learn LMS has partnered with Articulate to bring you Storyline 360 and Rise.

- **Intuitive and familiar interface** with no training required
- **150+ pre-built templated courses** to add to the 100+ courses you have with Learn LMS
- **9 million+ photographs, illustrations, icons and videos** to build templates or courses
- **Beautifully designed and customizable slide templates** from animations to motion paths or quizzes
- **Existing PowerPoints convert** to engaging learning content (with quizzes) in minutes
- **SCORM 1.2/2004 and AICC accessible** within minutes for live course for all your learners
More than 120,000 organizations, including all 100 of the Fortune 100, have created millions of courses using our creator tools.

As a Kallidus Learn LMS customer, you receive access to Rise and Articulate Storyline 360.

With professionally designed themes, gorgeous samples, helpful templates, and extensive content library, it’s easy for anyone on your team to create courses, guides, performance support, and other training content.

Articulate Storyline 360 gives you the right app for the job, always.

Creator tools make it simple to build online learning quickly and effectively. Start from templates on hundreds of topics that range from new hire onboarding to security compliance to create courses in minutes. Easily add interactive activities, quizzes, and other lean-forward moments that keep your learners engaged.

Getting excited? See how it works. See a demo >
About Kallidus

Your people success is our business.

For over 20 years, Kallidus have supported organisations who understand that engaged people power their growth.

When your people are driven, business thrives - it just makes sense. For every step of the employee life cycle (from before day one) Kallidus help you to find and keep the best people with intuitive people tools and insights that drive success.

From attracting top talent and wowing them with slick onboarding, to driving a continuous learning and development culture, our customers nurture their teams, guaranteeing a productive workforce.

Your strategic partner, Kallidus supports your organisational growth, adapting to business change via your dedicated success and support team. You also get powerful insights and analytics, industry-leading compliance and robust reporting to prove ROI, highlight areas for improvement, and drive your success.

We're here to make you look good.